welcome to the
exciting business
of kids yoga!
On behalf of The Zooga
family, we would like to
welcome and thank you for

ZOOGA YOGA, INC.
CONTACT

DETAILS

inquiring about our
exciting franchise
opportunity.
ZOOGA is unique and we
believe you will agree that
it is one of the most
rewarding franchise

(310)839-3110
11054 Washington Blvd.
Culver City, CA 90232
For more information, or to fill out a
franchise application visit:
www.zoogayoga.com/franchise

opportunities for you and
your family.
We believe our model will
be as successful and
rewarding for you as it has
been for us.

ZOOGA YOGA
FRANCHISE

what is zooga?
Zooga is a bright, fun and
creative studio dedicated to
introducing kids and families to
a one-of-a-kind branded yoga
experience called Zooga Yoga.
Zooga provides a wide variety of
classes for families and kids of
all ages in a loose, creative,
healthy environment. Our classes
are developed by industry
professionals to create not only a
deeper sense of self, strength

where fitness meets fun!

and focus but also to encourage
bonding and togetherness for
mommies, daddies and their
little ones.
We also go the extra mile with
parties, camps, school programs,
special events and Kids Nite Out
babysitting to make sure you can
add Zooga to any occasion.
Guided by yoga principles and
designed for maximum
entertainment, Zooga is clean,
safe and good fun for everyone!

why zooga?
ZOOGA offers a proven business model
and a system that works. In addition,
ZOOGA is the only franchise in the kids
yoga market, making this one of the
few opportunities to be the first into
your market.
ZOOGA offers both social and financial
rewards that will increase your quality
of life beyond most investment
opportunities.

our brand promise
Our mission is to inspire fun and
promote fitness to kids and families
through yoga and much, much more.
Zooga is a multifaceted mind-body
fitness studio catering primarily to
children ages 0 to 18. Created and
perfected at our flagship location in
Culver City, California, our approach is
completely unique!
“Our Om is your home”.

